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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report reflects the work undertaken by the 
Spring 2013 Urban Planning Studio at the Columbia 
University Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and 
Preservation. From January to May, students examined 
the dynamics of urban-rural borders and neighborhood 
upgrading as they are playing out in Medellín, Colom-
bia. Working from the unique vantage point of having 
a community organization as a client, an important 
element of this project was to also give critical thought 
to the role of community as a key actor to be included in 
future planning discussions in Medellín.

National violence and conflict throughout Colombia 
has forced hundreds of thousands of people to leave 
their homes in rural areas. The displaced people flock 
to cities, developing rapidly growing informal settle-
ments in cities such as Medellín. The issue of displaced 
people and how to address the increasing precarious-
ness of informal settlements is very complex.  Medellín 
is proposing a Greenbelt Plan to contain urban expan-
sion, manage growth, reduce risks, and preserve and 
enhance the green hill areas of the city’s valley. This 
approach is well intentioned, but needs to be much 
better crafted. The plan has not yet been contextual-
ized to address the particularities of each community 
it affects. Growth management is a multi-faceted issue 

and should be addressed as such. The studio’s proposal 
aims to strengthen the Greenbelt Plan by tackling the 
larger issue of growth management through address-
ing the local needs of the client.  To achieve this, the 
studio developed strategies that are incremental inter-
ventions tailored to the client’s requests. 

The methodology for this project is categorized 
into three different phases: research, fieldwork, and 
assessment. The first phase of the methodology 
consisted of gathering information from a variety of 
sources and locations to inform the context in which 
the Greenbelt Plan and Comuna 8 are situated.  The 
second phase of the methodology involved field 
research and collaboration with Comuna 8 residents 
and academic partners, including site visits to settle-
ments in Bogotá and Medellín and interviews with 
public officials, local experts, and community leaders.  
The third phase of the methodology consisted of brain-
storming and assembling a proposal for Comuna 8. 

Drawing on other case studies in South America and 
the world, the proposals were developed with commu-
nity participation at the forefront, focusing on an inte-
gral barrio-upgrading program to develop interventions 
that target the client’s priorities of risk management, 
permanence, and food security. 
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DEVELOP A MORE COMPREHENSIVE AND JUST 
APPROACH TO GROWTH MANAGEMENT BY 
BOLSTERING THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY IN 
A PUBLIC-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP.

MISSION
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INTRODUCTION
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THE SITE

COMUNA 8
VILLA HERMOSA

MEDELLÍN

The studio site is a community in the eastern-
central part of Medellín, the second largest city in 
Colombia. Villa Hermosa, also known as Comuna 8, is a 
vibrant section of Medellín comprised of 34 barrios.  At 
its eastern extent, it is bordered by the Pan de Azúcar 
Mountain, an iconic peak and important resource for 
the community and the city.
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THE CLIENT

The community in Comuna 8 is organized and 
articulated. They have been mobilizing since 1995, 
aggregating support from different groups within the 
district, and building alliances with larger organizations 
such as the UN. They have been building a vision for 
their community, drawing support from the UN Declara-
tion of Human Rights, the environmental sustainability 
movement, and incorporating concepts such human 
security and social construction of habitat.

In 2007, the community consolidated it s vision and 
formed the Comuna 8 Planning and Local Development 
Council, the studio’s client. The council is comprised of 
32 people from different constituencies within Comuna 
8 and is widely recognized as representative of the 
community. They meet monthly, as well as organize 
public hearings and workshops around neighborhood 
development and changes happening in Comuna 8. 
The Council is organized into several subcommittees 
(mesas) addressing the different needs of the commu-
nity, such as assistance for displaced people and 
women and youth subcommittees. They critically engage 
the various city programs and interventions, and work to 
shape them to better fit the needs of the Comuna.

Above: Comuna 8’s leadership at work. Following page: During the studio’s visit, the community was holding a march to drum up 
awareness and support for their cause. The procession featured banners protesting the privatization of public services and the 
right to live in the territory with dignity.
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THE CHALLENGE

The city of Medellín plans to implement a Metro-
politan Greenbelt (Cinturón Verde Metropolitano) as 
a measure of urban containment.  The plan aims to 
address complicated issues of land squatting, barrio 
upgrading, governance, and ecosystem loss through 
one general proposal that does not adequately take 
into account issues at the local community level.  The 
challenge is how to tailor the Greenbelt Plan so that it 
more appropriately responds to the nuanced issues 
driving Medellín’s rapid growth, as represented by the 
particularities of Comuna 8.

The Greenbelt is comprised of four zones: an urban 
consolidation zone directing growth towards the city 
center; a mobility corridor that will serve as the hub of 
longitudinal activity; a transition zone for public space 
and facilities; and a protection zone for ecological pres-
ervation. The “protection zone” is the element of the 
Greenbelt plan that most alarms Comuna 8. It proposes 
an environmental protection area where today over 
six thousand people live. The community is question-
ing the necessity of some proposed amenities, such 
as bike paths and hiking trails, when they have more 
pressing needs like basic public utilities. However, the 
client and the community they represent are deeply 
passionate about remaining in the territory and want 
to engage in the city’s efforts to find solutions that 
will minimize displacement and treat redevelopment 
with the outmost consideration for the wellbeing of the 
people and the territory.

Above: This map is a render-
ing of what the Greenbelt 

would look like superim-
posed on Medellín’s land-

scape. Although this is tech-
nically the city’s conceptual 

model of the greenbelt, it 
bears an uncanny resem-

blance to Comuna 8. Right: 
Map of all sectors of the 

Greenbelt. Comuna 8 is part 
of Sector 1, the pilot phase 

of the Greenbelt.
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology for this project is categorized 
into three different phases: research, fieldwork, and 
assessment.

PHASE I

The first phase of the methodology consisted of 
gathering information from a variety of sources and 
locations to inform the context in which the Greenbelt 
Plan and Comuna 8 are situated.  Historical background 
information was gathered about events and themes 
that have shaped Medellín and Colombia as a whole.  
Examination of multi-media sources such as docu-
mentaries and newspaper articles put this project into 
historical context, increasing familiarization with the 
history of violence in Colombia, its lengthy civil war, the 
influence of drug cartels, as well as the role that United 
States foreign policy has played in shaping Colombia, 
which in some ways still contributes to the conflict 
that permeates throughout the country. 

Research was conducted into the documented 
practice of planning in Colombia, the region surround-
ing Medellín, and within Medellín specifically.  This 
included developing a better understanding of the 
political instruments used for urban planning by 
the government such as: the Constitution of 1991 
and the ensuing national urban reforms; the coun-
trywide, regional, and local land use plans (Plan de 
Ordenamiento Territorial, POT), which structure urban 
projects; and the Integral Barrio Upgrading Program, 
the holistic tool with which the city approaches neigh-
borhood improvement projects.

After understanding the legislation that structures 
urban improvement projects, it was crucial to under-
stand the many actors and stakeholders involved 
in urban planning in Medellín. Understanding the 
dynamics between the various city agencies, such as 
the Urban Development Company (Empresa de Desar-
rollo Urbano, EDU) and the Public Utilities Agency 
(Empresas Públicas de Medellín, EPM), was helpful 
in identifying people and organizations that can be 
specifically targeted in the proposal. Special attention 

was paid to dissecting the city’s plans for the Metro-
politan Greenbelt (Cintúron Verde Metropolitano), 
exploring both the city’s intention to use it as a way 
of containing urban sprawl, stabilizing communities, 
and concentrating growth, and the response of local 
communities to this proposal.

Examining case studies from around the world 
deepened the understanding of dynamics of informal 
settlements, neighborhood upgrading, and growth 
boundaries. Neighborhood improvement projects in 

Students examining a map 
of city interventions during 

a field visit in Bogotá, led 
by Prof. Carlos Torres, of the 

Universidad Nacional de 
Colombia, Sede Bogotá.
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Mumbai, Nairobi, Jakarta, São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, 
and Darahvi provided valuable examples and lessons 
learned about different ways informally originated 
communities can be upgraded. Additionally, learning 
about Seoul’s greenbelt and Quito’s service boundaries 
provided perspectives and considerations about differ-
ent ways cities can deal with growth management. 

Skype interviews with the leadership of Comuna 
8, key community members, in addition to municipal 
planning officials and academics, were conducted to 
help understand the Greenbelt Plan and the challenges 
of Comuna 8 from different perspectives. Furthermore, 
guest speakers and experts on Colombia graced the 
classroom and informed our studies, including Colom-
bian professionals and scholars currently working and 
residing in New York City.

PHASE II

The second phase of the methodology involved field 
research and collaboration with community members 
and academic partners. Site visits to settlements in 
Bogotá and Medellín and interviews with public offi-
cials, local professionals, and community leaders and 
residents exposed the complex issues and dynamics 
within Colombian cities. Other field research included 
visits, lectures, and student presentations at a number 
of universities and urban think tanks in Bogotá and 

Medellín. Meetings and discussions of ideas and possi-
bilities with Comuna 8’s leadership and other members 
of the community were instrumental to the develop-
ment of the studio’s proposals. A guided site visit to 
Comuna 8 was enriched by the studio’s participant 
observation of a political demonstration and march in 
defense of the community’s right to permanence in 
their territory.

In addition to working with the client, the studio 
partnered with Universidad Nacional de Colombia in 
Bogotá and Medellín and the Universitat Internacio-
nal de Catalunya, in Barcelona, Spain. Together with 
professors and students from these universities, 
the studio engaged in an intense four-day workshop 
focused on the key issues that most affect the client, 
Comuna 8. These areas were: risk mitigation, food 
security and income development, public-private-
community partnerships, and public services and 
utilities. Groups addressing each theme were mixed, 

including students from each university. At the end of 
the workshop, each team developed a set of     strate-
gies and tools for Comuna 8 to potentially use and 
adapt into their own community plans.  These strate-
gies and tools built on Comuna 8’s own goals, but 
tailored them to specifically address Medellín’s Green-
belt Plan. This workshop was a great source of inspi-
ration in the development of the studio’s own propos-
als for Comuna 8. The studio credits and thanks all 
workshop participants for their contributions.

PHASE III

The third phase of the methodology consisted of 
brainstorming and assembling a proposal for Comuna 
8. In the weeks following the studio’s trip to Medel-
lín, the studio assessed their field experiences and 
revisited the information gathered in Phases I and II 

Above: Carlos Velzquez, a 
community leader, rally’s 

the crowd during a site 
visit to Comuna 8. Right: 

Students from Barcelona, 
Medellín, and New York 

brainstorm ideas around 
public services during the 

workshop.
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to better identify useful tools for building a proposal 
for Comuna 8. 

POPULATION PROJECTIONS
To understand the dynamics of growth in Medellín 

and how the city and Comuna 8 should plan for future 
growth, the studio performed population projec-
tions in five-year intervals from 2010-2035, for both 
Comuna 8 and the city. Because much of the territory 
of Comuna 8 is informal, there are differing reports on 
how many people are living in the community. There-
fore, the studio’s population projections for Comuna 
8 are based on two separate datasets, one from the 
National Statistics Administration (DANE), which gets 
its data from the public utilities company, and one 
from Medellín’s System of Identification and Classi-
fication of Potential Beneficiaries of Social Programs 
(SISBEN), a door-to-door community survey conduct-
ed yearly by the city. For the municipal population 
projections, only data from DANE were used.

Survival and fertility rates for both Comuna 8 and 
Medellín were extracted from DANE’s own population 
projections, done in 2010 and 2009 respectively. DANE 
conducted population projections in one-year incre-
ments from 2006-2015 for Medellín. For Comuna 8, they 
conducted population projections in one-year incre-
ments from 2005-2015. Wanting to look further into the 
future, the studio used DANE’s death and fertility rates 
from 2010 and projected forward in five-year increments 
to 2035. (See Appendix 1 for all calculations)

Migration rates for the city and the community 
were derived using DANE data from 2005 and 2010. 
The studio found the rates for each age cohort by 
taking the average between the population of 2005 
and 2010, subtracting how many people survived to 
2010, and dividing that number by the population in 
2005. Next, the studio applied these death, fertil-
ity, and migration rates, to the population in 2010 of 
Comuna 8 and Medellín reported by DANE and the 
population of Comuna 8 in 2010 reported by SISBEN 
and projected the population growth in five-year 

increments for twenty-five years, from 2010-2035. 
Having an idea of how Comuna 8 and Medellín’s 
population will grow in the next twenty-five years, the 
studio developed site-specific proposals that address 
growth management within the client’s top four 
demands: housing and permanence, risk manage-
ment, integral barrio upgrading, and food security.

CAPACITY OF COMUNA 8 TO RECEIVE FUTURE GROWTH
In order to calculate the capacity of Comuna 8, 

the studio first began by isolating the number of one 
story, two story, and three-plus story structures 
outside of non-recoverable risk areas in Comuna 8.  
This data will be referred to as the “building shapefile.” 
In order to account for commercial, institutional, and 
other non-residential buildings, the studio used the 
building shapefile to create a ratio, which was then 
applied to the number of households living in Comuna 
8 as reported by Medellín’s System of Identification 

and Classification of Potential Beneficiaries of Social 
Programs (SISBEN), a door-to-door community 
survey conducted yearly by the city.  Applying the 
ratio of one, two, and three-plus story structures to 
the 35,834 households reported by SISBEN living in 
Comuna 8, 39,198 new households could be relocated 
within Comuna 8.  The following methodology was 
used to determine this estimate.

Two Caveats of the following methodology must 
first be explained. First, each story of a structure was 
estimated to equal one household unit. This assump-
tion will be explained and defended more thoroughly 
in the following section of methodology. The second 
caveat regards the selection of three stories as the 
optimal height of densification. Although largely arbi-
trary, three stories were chosen as the target height for 
densification of existing structures simply to provide a 
base for calculations.  In reality, building height would 
range largely between 1-6 stories, thus we felt three 
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stories was an appropriate average for an informal 
settlement characterized by steep slopes.  

Using GIS data provided by Medellín’s Urban 
Planning Department, one and two story structures 
located outside of the City and Planning Department’s 
defined risk areas were isolated.   The quantity of one 
story lots, equal to one household, was multiplied by 
two in order to calculate the number of stories that 
could potentially be constructed to increase each 
building’s height to three stories.  This number was 
added to the number of existing two story structures, 
as only one story would need to be added to create 
three story buildings.  This number totaled 39, 198 
stories, or households. (See Appendix 2)

As an example, a 200 meter by 200 meter test 
area around the proposed metro cable stop in 13 de 
Noviembre, as it is an area recommended for contin-
ued densification, was analyzed.   Using the above 
method to expand all one and two story buildings 
to three stories, 1, 621 stories could be added to an 
area this size.  Given the assumption that one story 
is equal to one household, this would accommodate 
1,621 households.  Given the data provided by the city 
and this method, an estimated 1,437 households live 
in non-recoverable risk areas within Trece de Noviem-
bre. This example is meant to illustrate the potential 
for close proximity relocation of high risk households 
through utilizing densification and consolidation in 
suitable areas within the Comuna.

RISK REASSESSMENT & NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS 
LOCATED IN NON-RECOVERABLE HIGH RISK AREAS

The next step in the third phase of the methodol-
ogy was to calculate the number of households in 
non-recoverable risk areas and construct a tentative 
risk reassessment technique. This was completed 
using Medellín’s 2010 risk map  

There were two potential sources available for the 
estimation of households in high-risk areas: SISBEN 
and Medellín’s municipal GIS files.  SISBEN is a self-
reported, door-to-door survey, previously mentioned 

in the Population Projection portion of this report. 
SISBEN collects this data directly from residents, 
and fear of relocation induces residents to report 
that they do not live within a high-risk area. Because 
the data regarding number of households in high-
risk areas has the potential to be under-reported, 
this source was not used to estimate the number of 
households in high-risk areas.  

Using Medellín’s municipal GIS files, which include 
the city’s 2010 risk map and a shape file containing 
data regarding the footprint and number of stories 
for each structure in Medellín, the studio calculated 
the number of households living in high-risk areas 
in Comuna 8. Since a few of the neighborhoods 
addressed in this report lie outside of the city’s 
official urban boundary, the rural buildings file was 
combined with urban buildings file in order to capture 
the households and structures the lie outside of 
the urban boundary. This layer will be referred to as 
“building shapefile” for the remainder of the report.

Calculations began by selecting the section of the 
building shapefile that contained the non-recoverable 
areas in all of Comuna 8 from the city’s risk map.  For 
each of the three sites, 13 de Noviembre, El Faro, 
and La Sierra, the intersecting portion of buildings 
contained within non-recoverable high-risk areas was 
then selected within the boundaries of each neighbor-
hood.  It was then calculated how many single story, 
two story, three story, four story, etc. structures 
existed within the selected area for each neighbor-
hood respectively. Assuming that each story contains 
one household, the studio then calculated how many 
households lived within non-recoverable high-risk 
areas within each of the three neighborhoods. (See 
Appendix 2)

There are multiple criticisms that could be posed 
against the assumption that each story is equal to 
approximately one household. The first criticism is 
that it is highly likely that more than one household 
resides in each story. The second criticism is that 
some buildings and individual stories may be retail, 

commercial, or other non-residential uses. A third 
criticism regards the definition of household. In many 
cases a household within a single informal unit could 
contain anywhere from 8-11 people. In the case of 
relocation housing, this brings up issues of digni-
fied and adequate living space. It could be argued 
that while there are X number of households living in 
non-recoverable high-risk areas, there will need to 
be two times the number of relocation unites in order 
to meet the housing needs of this population. After 
considering these criticisms, the studio justifies the 
calculation methodology by restating that a simple 
estimate is adequate for the purpose of the project. 
The numbers produced by these calculations are 
meant to provide a rough picture and a starting point 
for future calculations. 

To formulate the three alternative scenarios for 
the Batallón Giradot site, which will be discussed thor-
oughly in the Proposal section of the report, the total 
area of the Batallón was calculated using Medellín’s 
municipal GIS data.
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COLOMBIA
Colombia has a long history of violence, which 

has touched every part of the country and every level 
of society. The armed conflict is significantly rooted 
in political upheavals in 1948, which resulted in a 
ten-year civil war.  Although the war officially ended, 
the violent conflict between the Colombian govern-
ment and Marxist guerrillas such as FARC and the 
ELN.  By the 1980s, right-wing paramilitary groups 
formed ostensibly to fight guerrillas, and with the 
tacit support of the Colombian military began attack-
ing human rights activists, journalists, academics, 
and leftist politicians and supporters. The state and 
the guerrillas were fighting a brutal war, and the real 
victims were the Colombian people. This created an 
atmosphere of distrust and fear pervasive throughout 
the country.

This violence, focused largely in the rural areas and 
mountains around the country, has caused Colombia to 
have the highest number of internally displaced people 
(IDPs) in the world. As of 2012, Colombia has between 
4,900,000 and 5,500,000 million ITPs, more than coun-
tries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo and Syria 
(Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees, 2012). Many people displaced by the conflict have 
flocked to urban centers seeking refuge and opportunities.

Out of the dire situation at the peak of the violence 
came a new constitution, one that would link human 
rights and urban planning. Colombia’s Constitution of 
1991, has been dubbed the “Constitution of Rights” 
because it sets up the progressive notions that land 
should have a social and ecological function, citizens 
should have a voice in shaping urban policy, and that 

the costs and benefits of urbanization should be evenly 
distributed. These three pillars of the Constitution set up 
a framework for urban land reform and gave birth to a 
new spatial planning system.

These pillars also establish the foundation upon 
which urban improvement plans and projects such as 
the Greenbelt are constructed. The Greenbelt has been 
framed as a plan that will help protect the environ-
ment and provide better living conditions for Medellín’s 
citizens, which would effectively be giving property an 
ecological and social function.  In this case, the Constitu-
tion also empowers the studio’s client, Comuna 8. The 
mandates for public participation and equitable distribu-
tion of costs and benefits legitimize our client’s claims 
and give them specific language to evoke when making 
their demands.

Medellin

Bogota

MEDELLÍN RECIEVED 
101,887

IDPs IN 2011

COMUNA 8 RECEIVED 
15,600

IDPs IN 2011

THE SOCIAL AND 
ECOLOGICAL 

FUNCTIONS OF 
PROPERTY

THE EQUITABLE 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE COSTS AND 

BENEFITS OF 
URBANIZATION

THE DIRECT 
PARTICIPATION OF 

CITIZENS IN URBAN 
POLICY DECISION-

MAKING

The three main pillars 
of the Constitution of 

Rights inherently ling 
human rights and urban 

planning.
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This graph of murders 
per 100,000 people 
depicts the different 
actors instigating the 
violence along the 
years.
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MEDELLÍN
Drug cartels further exacerbate the national violence. 

Pablo Escobar’s powerful Medellín Cartel launched their 
own campaign of terror throughout the 1980s and early 
1990s, contributing to Medellín’s reputation as the 
murder capital of the world. With the killing of Escobar in 
1993, the presence of Marxist milicias and then right-
wing paramilitary groups kept the murder rate high 
throughout the next ten years. In 2003 the municipal 
government began to offer amnesty for militants in 
exchange for their weapons.  This demobilization effort 
has been moderately effective.  In recent years, there 
has been an uptick in violence due to activity from 
smaller criminal gangs.

Medellín has more than tripled in size in the 
last 60 years, from just under 500,000 people in 

1955 to close to 3 million in 2012.  This growth has 
been driven mainly by industrialization and people 
displaced from rural areas by armed conflict. In 2012 
alone, Medellín received over one hundred thousand 
victims of forced displacement. 

Medellín sits in the Aburrá Valley, bisected by the 
Medellín River, and surrounded by steep mountains.  
Upon moving to the city, these rural to urban migrants 
have constructed their own accommodations via self-
built housing and the formation of informal settlements. 
These settlements have been established on unregu-
lated land, most notably the precariously steep slopes of 
the Aburrá Valley.

In response to a significant portion of the popula-
tion living in “subnormal” housing, the municipality of 

Medellín has proposed many innovative programs for 
land regularization and neighborhood upgrading. Medel-
lín has called these pinpointed interventions “urban 
acupuncture,” strategic interventions whose positive 
effects are expected to ripple throughout the surround-
ings. The projects have included escalators for increased 
accessibility, bridges linking previously divided neigh-
borhoods, street and drainage improvements, and 
library parks such as the well-known Biblioteca España.  
Since the early 2000s Medellín has received multiple 
mentions for ‘best practices’ in the improvement of living 
conditions for its residents, which culminated in being 
named 2012’s “Innovative City of the Year” by The Wall 
Street Journal and the Urban Land Institute.
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Above: The growth of Medellin (Jota Samper)

1985 200019701955

Left: These projects are 
part of Medellin’s “urban 
acupuncture” programs 
targeted to improve 
the most violent and 
derelict communities in 
the city.

Below: Medellín proudly 
advertizes it’s award for 
Most Innovative City in 
the World
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COMUNA 8

Comuna 8 is largely an informal settlement, made 
up of self-built housing and pathways. Although 
Comuna 8 is close to the city center, it is not easily 
accessible. Its location along steep slopes makes 
access difficult.  According to a door-to-door survey 
done in 2010, over 155,000 people live in Comuna 8. 
40% of this population has been displaced from rural 
areas by violent conflict, and 1-4 families continue to 
arrive every day. Comuna received 15,600 displaced 
people just in 2011. 

1
% 10 20 30 40 501020304050

2
3
4
5
6

MEDELLÍN COMUNA 8

Colombia classifies 
its population into 6 

socio-economic stratas, 
1 being the lowest and 

6 being the highest. 80% 
of the people living in 

Comuna Ocho are from 
the two lowest strata. 

This means that the 
population of Comuna 

Ocho represents 
the most socio-

economically vulnerable 
sector of Medellin’s 

population.
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As of 2010, more than half of all people in the world 
live in an urban area. By 2050, this proportion will 
increase to 7 out of 10 people.  The continuous growth 
and migration to cities create the need for strategic 
and sustainable growth management of urban areas.  
Sociological, economical, and environmental aspects 
must be taken into consideration for proper growth 
management and urban sustainability.

Similar to other cities of the world, the population of 
Medellín is bursting. If these trends continue, Medel-
lín’s population will grow by an average of 6% per year, 
and Comuna 8 an average of 5% a year from 2010-
2035. By 2035, Comuna 8 will have to accommodate 
an additional 40,000 people. This steady municipal and 
community growth has to be taken into account when 
planning for the future of Medellín. The Metropolitan 
Greenbelt Plan is an initiative the municipal govern-
ment is spearheading to tackle urban growth. However, 
there are complex issues driving the growth of Medellín 
and Comuna 8 that the Greenbelt Plan does not take 
into account or address with enough nuance.

Population growth as a 
percentage of the 2010 

population
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URBAN LIMIT

GREENBELT 

GREENBELT PROTECTED AREAS

COMUNA 8

The Municipality of Medellín has proposed a Metro-
politan Greenbelt, or Cinturón Verde Metropolitano, as a 
way to address urban growth within the Aburrá Valley.  
The stated objectives of the Greenbelt Plan are: environ-
mental and economic sustainability, citizen participa-
tion, improvement of housing, mobility and connectivity, 
and increasing security and coexistence. It is meant to 
contain the city’s growth while protecting the surround-
ing rural area with a garden that will encircle the valley. 
The proposed Greenbelt, which will stretch a length of 
roughly 72 kilometers and affect Medellín and ten neigh-
boring municipalities, is a regional attempt to tackle the 

GREENBELT PLAN

largely uncontrolled and informal urban expansion the 
Aburrá metropolitan region is experiencing.

According the city’s plans, the Greenbelt will be 
comprised of four bands, with different uses and activi-
ties permitted and prohibited within each band.

The highest and outermost exterior band, known as 
the buffer strip, will be dedicated to rural and environ-
mental protection. This area will be the location of projects 
including ecosystem restoration, ecological tourism, 
sustainable food production, rural housing improvement, 
and removal and regularization of informal settlements. 
The buffer strip will also include hiking and bike trails with 

frequent rest areas, as well as LED lighting and security 
cameras for safety.

The next band will be the transition strip, which 
will serve as the facilities and public space corridor.  
Intended uses within this corridor include recreation and 
education facilities, eco-parks, and eco-orchards.  Proj-
ects within the transition strip will be aimed at hazard 
mitigation and settlement regularization.

At the heart of the Greenbelt Plan is the mobility 
corridor, which will serve as the hub of longitudinal 
connectivity linking new projects to the existing city 
transit system. It is intended both as a visual and 

URBAN CONSOLIDATION

TRANSITION STRIP
(PUBLIC SPACE AND 

FACILITIES, WATERSHED 
RECOVERY)

MOBILITY 
CORRIDOR

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AREA
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physical barrier to further development and as a way to 
link neighboring communities. There are three levels to 
the mobility corridor: a hiking route that will be within 
the environmental protection zone; a bike path, which 
will also overlap with the Greenbelt buffer strip; and 
a “green” mobility system, currently conceived as a 
trolley-type transit system.

Lastly, the section of the Greenbelt closest to the 
city center will be the urban consolidation and develop-
ment strip. It will stretch from the mobility corridor to 
the Medellín River, encompassing the valley that lies 
between the mountains. This section of the greenbelt 
will be the location of resettlement housing, new urban 
development, additional public facilities, sanitation 
projects, and public services. To lessen the impact of 
intense urban development on water quality, there are 
also plans to construct linear parks along the streams 
running perpendicularly through this band on their way 
to the Medellín River.

The Greenbelt Plan is broken into eight sectors 
determined by natural boundaries such as creeks and 
rifts. Six sectors lie within the jurisdiction of the Medel-
lín municipality, with two other sectors belonging to 
neighboring municipalities. The pilot project for the 
Plan focuses on Sector 1, encompassing the entirety of 
Comuna 8.  Medellín has developed site specific plans for 
the pilot project that include the limits of each band, and 
location of public equipment, facilities, and transporta-
tion networks. Risk areas and ecologically sensitive loca-
tions along waterways and above aquifers are highlight-
ed for protection, in addition to how many households 
will have to be removed from the risk and environmental 
protection zones. The plan estimates that 6,591 house-
holds from Comuna 8 will have to be relocated.

The proposed mobility 
corridor. (El Colombiano)

The Metropolitan Green-
belt Plan proposes a 

circular protection area 
around the valley as 

well as linear protection 
areas along the Medellín 

River. (El Colombiano)

Newer renderings of the 
Metropolitan Greenbelt 

include agriculture 
and social housing, in 

addition to public space 
and bike paths. (El 

Colombiano)
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DECLARATION OF WANTS AND NEEDS

As a reaction to the Greenbelt Plan, Comuna 8’s 
Planning and Local Development Council has published 
a Declaration of Wants and Needs they are asking the 
city to address. This includes eight priorities: housing 
and permanence; risk management; integral barrio 
rehabilitation; a food corridor around Pan de Azúcar 
mountain; health centers, schools and other public 
equipment; improvement of access ways and mobility 
around Comuna 8; generation of income; and commu-
nity involvement.

RISK MANAGEMENT

HOUSING AND PERMANENCE

INTEGRAL BARRIO UPGRADING 
PROJECTS

FOOD SECURITY AND URBAN 
AGRICULTURE

PUBLIC FACILITIES

PUBLIC SPACE

INCOME GENERATION

MEANINGFUL PARTICIPATION

PUBLIC FACILITIES

Comuna 8’s proposals in response to 
the the Metropolitan Greenbelt Plan.
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HOUSING AND PERMANENCE
Comuna 8’s top priority is adequate housing and 

permanence. The current greenbelt plan slates to remove 
6,591 households that currently reside in the protection 
zone. The community is questioning the necessity of this 
much displacement and fears there won’t be possibilities 
for the relocation of all households within the district. 
Additionally, internally displaced people make-up 40% of 
Comuna 8’s population, reaching up to 80% in the upper 
areas of the community. There is currently a quantita-
tive deficit of an estimated 8,000 dwelling units (Velas-
quez). Therefore, the client wants the city to address 
these issues minimizing the relocation of people and the 
disruption of the neighborhood’s fabric.

RISK MITIGATION
Comuna 8’s second priority is Risk Mitigation. 

Today, Comuna 8 has 35,800 dwellings, 3,500 of which 

are located in high-risk areas. This means close to 10% 
of the units in Comuna 8 are built precariously in areas 
prone to erosion and landslides, like steep slopes or by 
creeks. Additionally, the families that arrive every day 
settle further and further up the mountain, in increas-
ingly risky areas. Comuna 8 wants to ensure that the 
qualitative aspect of housing in the Comuna improves, 
that homes are built out of steady materials with 
solid foundations, and that they are connected to city 
services such as sanitation and water.

INTEGRAL BARRIO REHABILITATION
Comuna 8 highlights Medellín’s Integral Barrio Reha-

bilitation Program (Programa de Mejoramiento Integral 
de Barrios, PMIB) as an intervention they would like to 
see in their community. The PMIB is an on-going city 
initiative geared towards improving the quality of life 
among the vulnerable population settled in informally 

produced habitats and to relieve both the quantitative 
and qualitative housing deficit in these neighborhoods. 
Projects have dramatically improved the quality of life 
in other peripheral communities in Medellín such as 
Juan Bobo, which is discussed in detail in the Guidelines 
section of this report. Comuna 8 calls for this type of 
intervention to happen in their community.

FOOD CORRIDOR AROUND PAN DE 
AZÚCAR MOUNTAIN

Most people living in the highest parts of Comuna 
8 have gardens and cultivate some of their own food. 
They want the city’s assistance to develop these small 
gardens into an urban agriculture program. Pan de Azúcar 
mountain is a highly disputed area between the commu-
nity and the city. For the community, it is land towards 
which they are expanding as well as an important area 
used for gardening and farming. The city sees the Pan de 

Below left: Housing construction in Comuna 8. Below right: 
Precarious housing in Comuna 8’s El Faro neighborhood.
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Above left: Existing community gardens along the slope of 
Pan de Azúcar. Above right: Pan de Azúcar Mountain

Azúcar as an important ecological resource they want 
to preserve and develop for recreation. The Greenbelt 
plans to transform Pan de Azúcar into a protected green 
space, which threatens not only the existing community 
farms, but many households living along the mountain 
as well. Dedicating this area to food production would not 
only improve the access to food in Comuna 8, but would 
also provide a form of income for the families and help 
strengthen the neighborhood fabric.

PUBLIC EQUIPMENT AND 
FACILITIES

Comuna 8 has a deficit of public facilities such as 
schools and health clinics. Approaching the future of 
their community holistically, the Comuna 8 Planning 
and Development Council wants to see more than just 
housing upgraded. They want to ensure that people 
living in Comuna 8 are adequately served by city 
services and public utilities. Additionally, Comuna 8 
recognizes that there is a deficit of public space in the 
neighborhood. They want to make sure that there is a 
network of designed public space, enough playgrounds 
and sports facilities to help foster community and give 
people a place to gather and interact.

IMPROVED ACCESS AND MOBILITY
Accessibility to and from Comuna 8 is a big issue. 

The metro cable and other forms of public transport do 
not reach the heights of the community, isolating the 
upper region from economic opportunities at the center 
of Medellín. Connection to the rest of the city is crucial 
for the future of Comuna 8.

INCOME GENERATION
The community wants to ensure that there are long 

term jobs and that the interventions help develop small 
businesses within the Comuna to give people not only 
city services, but also a way to make a living and help 

themselves. The suggestion of a food corridor around 
Pan de Azúcar Mountain ties into income generation.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Permeating through all their demands is Comuna 

8’s insistence that there be meaningful and signifi-
cant community participation throughout any city 
intervention. It is city and national policy that the 
community be consulted about projects in their 
neighborhood. However, Comuna 8 wants to be 
involved and have decision-making power in every 
phase of the project.
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The primary interventions of the proposal were 
focused on the top four of Comuna 8’s eight priorities, 
as defined in its Declaration of Wants and Needs. These 
four priorities are integral neighborhood rehabilitation, 
risk management, permanence, and food security. 
However, as much as possible, the studio aimed for 
interventions in the first four priorities to simultane-
ously address the latter four priorities of income 
generation, public facilities and services, basic utilities, 
and community involvement. Significant emphasis 
was placed on the latter, community participation, to 
further ensure that the community’s needs are met 
now, and continue to be met in the future.

PROPOSAL GUIDELINES

RISK MANAGEMENT

HOUSING AND PERMANENCE

INTEGRAL BARRIO UPGRADING 
PROJECTS  PMIB)

FOOD SECURITY AND URBAN 
AGRICULTURE

ACCESSIBILITY

ACCESSIBILITY

ACCESSIBILITY
INCOME GENERATION

INCOME GENERATION

INCOME GENERATION

PUBLIC FACILITIES

PUBLIC FACILITIES

PUBLIC FACILITIES

Below: We constructed a framework for developing proposals 
based on Comuna 8’s Declaration of Wants and Needs.
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INTEGRAL BARRIO UPGRADING PROGRAM (PMIB)

DIAGNOSIS
The Integral Neighborhood Rehabilitation Program 

(Programa de Mejoramiento Integral de Barrios, PMIB) 
is an existing municipal initiative to improve the quality 
of life among the vulnerable population settled in infor-
mally produced habitats, and to relieve the quantitative 
and qualitative housing deficit in these areas. The PMIB 
is the tool through which this proposal addresses the 
other three priorities of risk management, permanence, 
and food security. The program is the primary tool for 
developing comprehensive and specific interventions.

OBJECTIVES
The objective of the PMIB interventions is to provide 

much needed upgrading of facilities while taking into 
account the diversity of neighborhood dynamics and 
physical environments. The objective of this section of 
the proposal is to better integrate PMIB interventions 
with the Greenbelt Plan, and growth management, and 
the particular needs of Comuna 8.

STRATEGY I
Redraw PMIB zones to better take into account 

neighborhood dynamics and needs, and reflect actual 
urban areas that in many cases extend outside of the 
official municipal urban boundary.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Existing PMIB instruments such as Law 388 of 

1997 and the Territorial Land Use Plan (Plan de 

JUAN BOBO
The Housing and Environmental Consolidation at Juan Bobo Creek, referred to as simply “Juan Bobo”, has 

become the poster child for Integral Barrio rehabilitation. The neighborhood in which the project was carried out 
faced many of the same challenges that parts of Comuna 8 still deals with, and the community organization points 
to Juan Bobo as a project to emulate. The project mitigated risk by rehabilitating the creeks, regularized settle-
ments by moving people into social housing, and improved access by building a bridge to connect previously 
divided communities, all the while prioritizing the community’s needs and giving people a say in the process. Juan 
Bobo is the model that the studio aims to emulate in the proposal.
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Ordenamiento Territorial, POT) The POT is a nationally 
mandated land use measure that must be designed 
and implemented on a municipal scale. The POT is a 
technical tool possessed by municipalities to plan 
and order their territory. The tool aims to integrate 
physical planning and socioeconomic aspects, as 
well as respect for the environment.

 » Social maps interactively drawn with the community, 
as inputs to inform this process.

STRATEGY II
Prioritize areas characterized by extreme precari-

ousness and violence. The utilization of smaller zones 
will facilitate easier prioritization.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Priority Development Adjudication

 » Build on the experience the city has gathered select-
ing and intervening low human-development-indica-
tor areas through its “Social Urbanism” interventions

STRATEGY III
Investigate areas in which boarders over various 

projects (e.g. watershed rehabilitation, protected 
peaks, risk mitigation) overlap in order to facilitate 
coordination between projects and communities.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Multidimensional assessments of the territory: 

social, economic, geologic, ecologic, etc.

 » Cost-benefit assessments of trade-offs between 
dimensions

 » Borders drawn around social phenomena typically 
divide natural phenomena, and vice-versa. For 

Juan Bobo is the leading example of a city intervention that has been praised both locally and globally for its 
incorporation of community participation. A formula was developed using the Juan Bobo model to guide in the 
construction of proposals. 

example, when a creek is used as a border between 
two neighborhoods, its watershed is split. Converse-
ly, a protected forest area might overlap with several 
different communities. This seeming incompatibility 
of social and environmental delineations should be 
overcome. Like a chain or necklace, projects should 
be integrated within their own zones, and with all 
those around them.

STRATEGY IV
Include facilities for socially beneficial programs 

within all PMIB zones. Provided services should include 
childcare, programs for youth, women, the elderly, 
displaced, unemployed, sub employed, and informally 
employed; as well as, job training and training on 
construction best practices.

RISK 
MANAGEMENT

REGULARIZATION

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

ACCESSIBILITY

IDEAL
PROJECT=++
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Currently the POT only designates 
two large zones of MIB intervention in 
Comuna 8. Zone 04 in particular, which 
includes a portion of Comuna 9, is much 
too large to focus on the different needs 
of its many neighborhoods and at-risk 
natural features. Both zones lie on the 
city’s periphery, but do not reflect the 
actual extent of urbanization, instead 
only the city limits.

The borders of both zones are expanded, 
and Zone 04 is split into three zones. 
The zones are then further subdivided to 
better take into account the needs of the 
neighborhoods.

Red = Priority I ; Orange = Priority II ; 
Dotted Line = Current POT delineated MIB 
Area

Conceptual diagram illustrating 
overlapping project areas.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

DIAGNOSIS
Medellín’s population growth has been expanding 

further up the Aburrá Valley hills. Because much of this 
growth is in the form of precarious buildings in increas-
ingly steep slopes, a large sector of Medellín’s popula-
tion is living in what is classified as geologically high-
risk areas. This classification indicates areas prone 
to mudslides, landslides, and flooding. Additionally, 
the self-built nature of these houses increases their 
precariousness. According to the risk map produced 
by the city in 2010, there are currently 12,708 house-
holds living in non-recoverable high-risk areas within 
Comuna 8.

Contentions exist between the city and other insti-
tutions, such as universities and community organiza-
tions, about which zones are classified as recoverable 
and non-recoverable risk areas. These inconsisten-
cies reveal the political nature of maps, beyond their 
technical rationale. When the community defines 
risk, non-recoverable risk areas are much smaller and 
recoverable risk areas much larger, because it is in 
their best interest that more land be recoverable to 
minimize how many people need to be relocated. When 
the city defines risk, they are thinking about the costs 
and benefits of risk management and land stabiliza-
tion, as well as the trade-offs between allocating land 

to housing vs. natural and recreational uses within 
the Greenbelt. This results in the designation of larger 
high risk, non-recoverable areas and fewer recover-
able zones. Risk is thus politically and economically 
defined, even if justified upon geologic considerations.

OBJECTIVES
Based on Medellín and Comuna 8’s shared concern 

of risk management, four main objectives have been 
proposed to manage risk. The first objective is to carry 
out more in depth analysis in order to identify differ-
ent levels of geographical risk and classify them into 

Alcaldia de Medellin’s 
map of risk

Alcaldia de Medellin’s 
map of ground fitness

NON-RECOVERABLE

RECOVERABLE
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recoverable and non-recoverable areas. Once new 
areas of recoverable and non-recoverable risk are iden-
tified, the proposal aims to provide strategies to stabi-
lize areas of recoverable risk and prevent settlement 
and resettlement in areas of non-recoverable risk. 
Finally, the proposal aims to plan for future growth in 
recoverable risk areas.

STRATEGY I
The first strategy for risk management is to 

designate recoverable and non-recoverable risk areas. 
When first approaching the issue of risk, the maps that 
have been developed by the city and other institutions 
are inconsistent and many times disagree on their 
designation of high-risk areas. We hypothesize that 
this inconsistency results in a, over-representation of 
non-recoverable areas that Medellín says residents 
must vacate.  To get an idea of areas that might be 
recoverable we overlaid the municipality’s Risk Zone 
map (Zonas de Riesgo) and the Geological Aptitude 
Map (Aptitud del Suelo) risk maps, and replaced the 
designation of non-recoverable risk areas for recover-
able risk areas where the maps disagreed.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Elaborate more detailed geologic surveys to reveal 

actual recoverable locations 

 » Re-define interventions and allowed uses in recover-
able and non-recoverable risk areas. Propose options 
that incorporate growth dynamics of the community 
and allow for greater flexibility of the territory. These 
options include housing, community gardens, slope 
stabilization, and environmental tourism.

STRATEGY II
The second risk management strategy is to 

utilize technical tools for the stabilization and habita-
tion of recoverable risk areas.  The majority of the 
housing in Comuna 8 is self-built, often precariously 
constructed. Using the technical tools below, the 

The maps on the previous page show the multi-
ple high-risk areas designated by the city and 

other institutions.  The map above consolidates 
these zones.  With this make-shift reassess-

ment we were able to reduce the area of non-
recoverable risk by 8% in the entire comuna.  

We propose that more detailed surveys be 
conducted to reveal additional recoverable loca-
tions.  As there is an 8,000 unit housing deficit, 

if more land could be re-classified as recover-
able it would require less relocation.

NON-RECOVERABLE

RECOVERABLE

community can build more stable homes and a safer 
living environment.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Stabilize risk areas: There are many techniques that 

can help stabilize risk areas, including spraying 
concrete, planting trees and other vegetation, and 
building retaining walls to the slope condition. This 
increases safety of people living in recoverable risk 
areas and can open up new areas for settlement.

 » Creek rehabilitation: Creeks present an enormous 
potential for Comuna 8. Restoring the natural envi-
ronment around the creeks would improve the water 
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quality in Comuna 8 (and down the creek), ensure 
the protection of the city’s rich network of aquifers, 
enhance biodiversity, facilitate animal migration, 
and open recreational spaces for the community. 
Additionally, the community can be involved in the 
maintenance and care of these areas, developing 
job training and environmental education programs. 
These programs can be a way to prevent further 
settlement around and pollution of creeks, in addi-
tion to being a source of employment and income for 
the community.

 » Job training: Develop a job-training program that 
focuses on construction and environmental pres-
ervation techniques. This job-training program 
will help people build more sturdy homes and also 
provide them with skills to seek further employment. 
Organizations such as National Education and Train-
ing Service (Servicio Nacional de Aprendisaje, SENA) 
are potential partners that could take leadership of 
these job-training programs. For workers trained via 
this program, there can be a minimum requirement 
of projects that must be carried out within the area 
in order to ensure that some of the benefits of the 
program remain within the community.

 » Improve road and access ways: Better the main 
transportation arteries in the community and 
reinforce footpaths and staircases with the goals of 
increasing safety and accessibility to and around 
Comuna 8.

STRATEGY III
The third risk management strategy is to antici-

pate and manage future growth in the community. As 
Comuna 8 continues to grow, it is imperative to accept 
this reality and guide the growth to areas that can 
support it. This includes making sure people do not 
settle or re-settle in non-recoverable risk areas and 
that there are plans in place that provide attractive 
alternatives to living in high risk areas.

CHAPINERO
Chapinero is a mixed-income neighborhood in Bogota, Colombia. One of the creeks that runs through Chap-

inero (name of informal settlement there?) underwent complete rehabilitation. Quebrada las Delicias went from 
being a polluted stream that flooded the road and the community when it rained to being fully channelized and 
transformed into a linear park. The community took on the leadership of the creek’s rehabilitation, organizing 
clean-ups, planting trees, and painting murals to beautiful the area. Today, members of the community are 
employed by the city to lead tours of the creek and be environmental guardians of the area.
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INSTRUMENTS
 » Self-monitoring: In tandem with the environmental 

education strategy mentioned under strategy II, 
involve the community in the preservation and main-
tenance of high-risk areas. 

 » Convert non-recoverable areas into productive 
uses: the best way to insure that people do not 
settle in high-risk areas is to designate other viable 
uses for that land. Other productive uses for these 
non-habitable areas include urban agriculture and 
public facilities.

 » Urban Agriculture: Explore the possibility of turning 
non-recoverable risk areas into productive land 
for the community by developing an agriculture 
program that not only engages with the rural 
customs of many residents in Comuna 8, but also 
improves access to food and potentially provides an 
income for families. This idea is further explored in 
the Food Security section of the proposal.

 » Public spaces and equipments: According to the 
Colombian Constitution, all land should have a social 
and ecological function. Though some risk areas are 
not able to sustain people living on them, they can 
be a place where the community can gather, play 
sports, etc.

 » Environmental protection zones: Environmental 
protection areas can be used as open space for 
the community and the larger city. Where possible 
these areas should be utilized as parks and recre-
ation spaces.

 » Direct growth to habitable locations: Growth can be 
driven and guided to other places, such as other 
parts of the city (e.g., underutilized lots along the 
Medellín River) or other surrounding cities with lower 
population densities and safer and well-served areas 
to inhabit. Densification should also be encouraged 
around the mobility corridors and major streets of 
Comuna 8.

The terrain can be stabilized 
using techniques the city 
has already implemented 

in Comuna 13, pictured 
here. These stabilization 

measures would then make 
the ground secure for 

densification.

STRATEGY IV
The fourth risk management strategy is the reloca-

tion of households currently living in non-recoverable 
high-risk areas. Exhaust all opportunities so that the 
majority of households that do need to be removed 
from non-recoverable risk areas are relocated within 
the community. The following section addressing 
Housing and Permanence develops these concepts 
more in-depth. 

STRATEGY V
To make the previous four strategies effective and 

sustainable, awareness of the dangers of settling in 
risky areas should be raised in several ways.

 
INSTRUMENTS

 » Education and alternative provision: explain the 
dangers of living in risk areas with age-specific 
pedagogies to different constituencies (i.e., 

children, adults, residents, workers), and provide 
attractive alternatives.

 » Media and publicity: All different kinds of media 
publicity should be utilized such as TV, periodi-
cals, radio, flyers, brochures, community meeting/
activities, and peer-to-peer support. Materials 
should be distributed to the local residents and 
new migrants.

 » Evaluation and monitoring: The city should train 
and support local agents so that they regularly 
monitor and evaluate risk conditions and manage-
ment in the community. Their reports should be 
used to improve practices.
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HOUSING AND PERMANANCE

DIAGNOSIS
Presently, there is a quantitative deficit of an 

estimated 8,000 units in Comuna 8 (Velasquez).  
The current Greenbelt Plan designates a highly 
populated area in Comuna 8 as an environmental 
protection zone and slates 6,591 households for 
removal. This plan alarms the community, as they 
worry about people being removed, the current 
housing deficit, and their steady growth rate. The 
objectives and strategies below outline the studio’s 
plan to address Comuna 8’s concerns around 
housing and permanence.

Applying the ratio outlined in the methodology 
section of one, two, and three-plus story structures 
to the 35,834 households reported by SISBEN living in 
Comuna 8, - 39,198 new households could be relocated 
within Comuna 8.  In order for this to be accomplished, 
every structure must be built-up to a minimum of 
four stories.  This is not realistic for the entire region 
as many structures although in “safe” areas have not 
been built appropriately and therefore should not be 
built-up further until properly inspected.

Facing these challenges, the community needs to 
first outline a plan for permanence that specifically 
details who in the community has priority to stay and 
who does not.  The focus of our studio is not to delin-
eate who may stay and who may go.  This is a decision 
that the community must determine for themselves.  
Accepting that everyone has “the right to perma-
nence” does not address the challenges of growth 
and the spatial capacity to accommodate growth.  It 

is therefore proposed that the community leaders 
specify key factors that prioritize people in the most 
inclusive manner possible.  The leadership of Comuna 8 
should set a future date and they should make it clear 
to the community well ahead of said date.  The studio 
proposes that the completion and announcement of 
the revised P.O.T. be the deciding date.  Each household 
must provide proof of residency (i.e. an electricity 
bill) to qualify in regards to that date.  Secondly, the 
community should assess need specifically pertain-
ing to those in the most high-risk areas.  And thirdly, 
there are those in the community that are less mobile 
than others.  Under these three criteria, those that do 
not meet these minimum standards will be required to 
vacate the area first.

The objectives and strategies below outline the 
studio’s proposal to address Comuna 8’s concerns 
around housing and permanence.

OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the permanence strategies 

is to allow as many current members of Comuna 8 to 
remain within the community and the social networks 
which they have created for themselves, while accept-
ing the reality that for the safety of the community 
and residents, some areas within the Comuna are 
not habitable and should be vacated.  The following 
strategies aim to manage growth spatially by locating 
new zones of usable space in less risky areas as well 
as areas suitable for densification. Additionally, an 
underlying objective is to anticipate the future growth 

of the community, through both natural and migratory 
processes, and prevent growth in inappropriate areas.

STRATEGY I
Create space for relocation within the community: 

The main strategy to facilitate permanence of residents 
within the community is to relocate the military from 
its current location in Batallón Girardot. The relocation 
will open up prime “buildable” land within the borders 
of Comuna 8.

 INSTRUMENTS
 »  Utilize POT Regulation: Section 209 of Medellín’s POT 

specifically prohibits the presence of military bases 
within municipal boundary. This regulation should 
be utilized as legal justification for the removal of the 
military from the Batallón Giradot grounds, which lie 
within Medellín’s municipal boundaries.

 » Public-private-community partnership: The military 
may choose to act as a distinct public actor within a 
public-private-community partnership structure, or 
PPC.  As a key actor within the PPC the military could 
play the role of landowner and benefit from the sale 
of land to developers.

STRATEGY II
The second strategy to achieve permanence of 

residents within the community will be the redevelop-
ment of the Batallón land to provide housing for those 
community members who are required to relocate 
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from designated high risk areas within the Comuna. 
The heart of this strategy will be flexible, collabora-
tive, supportive social housing that meets the needs 
of residents.  In order for the housing to be successful, 
its residents must mantain it. This will require that 
residents feel that they have a say in the housing and 
that it belongs to them.  The housing should also func-
tion as a connective tissue, joining the periphery of the 
community to the more formal urban fabric of the city 
in a healthy and interactive way.

INSTRUMENTS
 »  3-option program: Allow residents who will need 

to be relocated to participate within the 3-option 
program.  Options would include accepting the relo-
cation housing offered, accepting just compensation 
to independently relocate, or the option to exchange 
housing with an unaffected household that would 
prefer to move.

 » Lines of credit:  Working with the city to develop 
appropriate mechanisms that work in tandem with 
current institutions of credit. This will allow those 
receiving compensation to realistically afford differ-
ently subsidized or non-subsidized housing.

 » Mixed income: Provide a mix of differently subsidized 
or non-subsidized housing.

 » Mixed use: Incorporate dynamic and mixed-use 
development within, and alongside, the relocation 
housing development. A PMIB project can be used as 
a tool to add facilities, services and connectivity to 
the rest of the city.

 » Livelihood: Providing options for a variety of 
livelihoods are a key component in obtaining 
permanence for Comuna 8 residents. In order 
to ensure that residents are not priced out of 
the community as it develops, it is imperative 
that the sustenance and income of residents 
increases in tandem with housings prices and the 
economic status or strata of the area. Thus, new 

development must include job creation and other 
opportunities for increased livelihood.

 » Mixed tenure options: Explore rental and mixed 
tenure options (e.g., ownership units on public or 
community land, as in community land trusts) as a 
way to expand and diversify housing provision.

 » Mixed typologies: Variation in the typology and 
design of housing provided within the Batallón site 
and throughout the community is necessary in order 
to meet the needs and desires of diverse family and 
household arrangements.

 » Flexibility to accommodate future family growth: 
Try that all housing typologies allow for residents to 
add-on, redesign partitions, or otherwise

 » Supportive services: A social work-type service to 
follow up with residents of the relocation housing 
is necessary to ensure the success of the strategy. 
Residents moving for the first time to multi-family 
housing condominiums (propiedad horizontal) 
face multiple adjustment challenges. Consistent 
monitoring will be needed to assess if the housing 
arrangements sufficiently meet the needs of resi-
dents, and how they can be adjusted and managed 
if they do not.

STRATEGY III 
In order to manage growth and prevent people from 

settling informally and in hazardous areas, densifica-
tion within safe areas of the community is imperative.

INSTRUMENTS
 »  Community consolidation: In the short-term, volun-

tary self-consolidation, will be an important tool.  
Utilizing the community leadership and established 
community organizations and with support from 
the city, leaders can encourage people to relocate 
themselves rather than be forcefully relocated by 

the city.  When and where ever possible, families 
in safe and urbanized areas that have vacant or 
underutilized lots should be encouraged to allow 
families and individuals that need to move out 
of hazardous areas to accommodate there.  This 
voluntary form of relocation means less forced 
relocation in the future and ensures that people 
relocate to areas within the community.

 » Multi-family housing: Community designed poli-
cies that require any new or additional housing to 
be multi-family and mixed use could be enacted 
to steer typological development away from 
single family detached housing, discouraging 
sprawl at the periphery of Comuna 8 where it is 
also most dangerous.

 » Metro-cable: Targeting development to the areas 
around the 2 near-by metro-cable stations and 
strategically placing these stations in areas of 
the community that can support densification 
will direct growth to appropriate locations in 
Comuna 8.
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FOOD SECURIT Y

DIAGNOSIS
Some people living in the highest parts of Comuna 

8 have gardens and cultivate some of their own food. 
The community wants to develop these small gardens 
into an urban agriculture program. The Greenbelt plans 
to transform the Pan de Azúcar Mountain into a protect-
ed green space.  However, the Greenbelt Plan threatens 
the existing community farms, which Comuna 8 argues 
should be kept in productive use.  This would not only 
improve the access to food in the Comuna, but also 
provide a form of sustenance and income for the fami-
lies and help strengthen the neighborhood fabric.

Currently food is brought in and distributed to the 
community via shops and supermarkets. However, 
this way of purchasing is more expensive because 
it’s retail. An alternative could be community stores 
or co-operative grocery stores, where residents get 
a discount from the government when buying basic 
food products. 

OBJECTIVES
 » Develop an agricultural network to be serviced by 

community members. The network shall include a 
cooperative grocery store for community members 
(network hub), small farmers markets, and planting 
areas for food to be sold in co-op. The cooperative 
grocery store facility will also act as a food storage 
and distribution point for small farmers markets 
and existing grocery stores as well as an education 
center.  Small farmers markets will be distributed 
throughout the community and the city.  Planting 

areas are proposed along the community’s northern 
border as well as the network hub.

 » Facilitate partnerships with rural farms to supple-
ment agricultural network and promote growth of 
agricultural markets in rural areas.

 

STRATEGY I
 » Appoint/hire a community member to manage and 

promote the food cooperative.

 » Develop of a community group interested in 
contributing to the co-op.

 » Develop funding structure

 » Develop partnerships with NGOs, institutions, and 
rural farmers.

 » Develop list of proposed sites for co-op hub 
connecting the community and rural farms

 » Research and refine appropriate agricultural tech-
niques and crops for hilly and flat areas

“Agriculture, more than 
anything is for survival.” 

—Carlos Velasquez
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INSTRUMENTS
 » Community participation and community and city 

outreach are essential

 » Development of community land trusts for acquisi-
tion/maintenance of farmable land

 » Development of leasing structure for temporary 
acquisition of farmable land for areas slated to be 
developed in the future

 » Agriculture Grants (See Appendix 3)

 » Possible Spornsors: Medellín municipality, Mercados 
Campesions, Grupo Hangar, Supermercados Éxito, 
Estra, DistriHogar, Corpul, PorColores

 » Possbile Partnerships: Universidad Nacional de 
Colombia, Escuela de Ciencias Agrícolas en Medellín, 
elementary and secondary schools, restaurants

 » Integration of a Government Nutrition Assistance 
Program like SNAP dollars in NY.

FIRST STEPS
 » Appoint/Hire a community agriculture leader

 » Determine finance structure and government 
contributions

 » Secure Land for agricultural development

PHASE 1A – COMMUNITY AGRICULTURE: IN COMMUNI-
TIES ADJACENT TO AGRICULTURAL LAND (FOOD TO 
SUPPLEMENT EXISTING ALLOWANCES) 

 » Find site and or building with potential for network 
hub

 » Established community network for maintenance of 
agriculture project

 » Develop education program to promote network

 » Develop composting/recycling program promoting 
waste management

 » Acquire an institutional partner to promote project 
sustainability.  For example La Universidad Nacional 

MORAVIA: MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
Moravia, previously a garabage dump with an informal settelment located on it, is located in downtown 

Medellin. For health and safety issues they residents were moved off of the site and the area was conver-
sted into a garden where former resdients work the new planting beds. In addition to planting beds and The 
Moravia Cultural Development Center was built with space for cultural and educational activites.

GROWING HOME: ENGLEWOOD, CHICAGO, IL USA
Growing Home believes that organic agriculture is the perfect vehicle for changing lives and communi-

ties - through job training, social enterprise, and community development.” In addition, the organization 
collaborated with documentary filmmakers on project about crime in cities and community development.

MEDELLIN: MARCADOS CAMPESIONS
The current Mayor and Agricultural Rural Development Unit (UMATA) work with famrers and hold weekend 

farmers markets in 10 districts in Medellin.
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de Colombia de la Escuela de Ciencias Agrícolas en 
Medellín (student interns)

 » Start Gardening!

PHASE 1B – COMMUNITY GARDENS: SMALL PLOTS 
INTEGRATED INTO EXISTING BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

 » Establish community network for maintenance 
of community gardens (i.e., assign roles and 
responsibilities)

 » Start gardening!

PHASE 2 – FOOD CO-OP DEVELOPMENT (CHEAPER 
FOOD FOR NON-GARDENER’S, WORK FOR GARDENERS)

 » Integration of new crops and produce

 » Eggs

 » Honey

 » Fruit

 » Flowers

 » Establish partnerships with rural farms to supple-
ment community garden produce

PHASE 3 – CO-OP EXPANSION (DISTRIBUTION)
 » Development of small farmers market network 

 » Servicing barrios at lower elevations

 » Downtown (corabastos in Medellin) / at metro 
cable stops

 » Produce distribution to project partners

 » Local grocery stores

 » Local schools

 » Restaurants

STRATEGY II
Implement new farming technologies for small 

spaces and growing efficiency of water usage and use 
them as incentives for people to live in multi-family 

housing.  The role of the government for instruments 
and funding will be critical.

INSTRUMENTS
 » Hydroponics: Growing vegetables with hydroponics 

allows for families with limited space to include fresh 
vegetables in their diets and provides additional food 
security.  Hydroponics results in increased yields, 
which can be a source of income and profit to contin-
ue the project.  Funds for the initial start up can be 
obtained from nonprofit organizations, microfinance, 
or the government. (See Appendix 3)

 » Rainwater collection: A rainwater harvesting system 
consists of three basic elements: a collection area, 
a conveyance system, and storage facilities. The 
rainwater collected can be used for household needs 
or rooftop gardens and urban agriculture. (See 
Appendix 4)

Right: Rainwater collecting  
in Brazil (Oxfam)

Left: Hydroponics in India 
(Institute of Simplified 
Hydroponics)
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SIMPLIFIED HYDROPONICS IN URUGUAY

In Uruguay, there are numerous poor people living under conditions causing serious undernourishment 
or malnutrition. Often their food intake consists of mainly carbohydrates and little vegetables and fruits 
for minerals and vitamins essential for good health.  These people need to be able to grow vegetables, but 
they do not have many suitable spaces for such activity. The urbanized settlements are often located on 
landfills and not natural soil.  There is not much space and also severe flooding.  The soils and water are also 
contaminated from pollution and animals and contain diseases. Simplified hydroponics has proven to be a 
real solution for low-income families and impoverished communities in Uruguay. The method has greatly 
improved family health and living standards. The results have included good compliance, improved family 
diet, improved family income, improved family self-esteem, a motivating effect of hydroponics, improved 
family ties, creativity and personal Ingenuity fostered, and a multiplier effect.  Simplified hydroponics 
provides a solution in Uruguay for low-income population areas where the people have responded positively 
if the proper strategies, training, and materials are provided.   Simplified hyroponics can certainly be a 
model for other communities in Latin America to use.

Hydroponics in Uruguay (carbon.org)
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SITE PROPOSALS

Four locations were chosen to illustrate scenarios 
and opportunities for specific interventions: El Faro, 
13 de Noviembre, La Sierra, and the Batallón Giradot.  
These locations are spatial examples of possible 
focus-sites that will give the community a place to 
start.  These four areas were selected as a way to 
draw attention to the diversity of topography and 
new housing typologies that could be implemented 
in Comuna 8.  A set of criteria guided the selection 
of these focus sites.  The criteria included: level of 
risk, consolidation, location within Comuna 8, social 
factors, and opportunities.  Additionally, the sites 
represent areas of contention between the Greenbelt 
Plan proposal and the community’s vision.

The most successful projects are often those the 
community initiated.  When directives come from 
within the community and are delivered by trusted 
leadership, the message is better received than 
when it comes from the outside.  In each of these 
four neighborhoods, the studio aims to utilize and 
strengthen the already strong network of organized 
community members to:

 » Encourage the community leadership to develop and 
implement measures and policies of “self-consolida-
tion,” removing people from areas currently desig-
nated as high-risk in order to reduce the amount of 
forced relocation later.

 » Encourage the community leadership to develop 
and implement requirements for building typologies 
that reinforce consolidation efforts towards the city 
center and densification in non-risk areas so that 
people do not have to be relocated away from their 
local neighborhoods.

 » Work with city officials to re-assess high-risk areas 
in order to find additional “recoverable” space that 
would then require less relocation.

 » Whenever relocation is unavoidable work with 
community members to develop a three-choice 
strategy for relocation, including: social housing, 
compensation, or housing exchanges.
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BATALLON GIRARDOT

SELECTED SITES

• RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY

• URBAN PERIPHERY
• HIGH RISK

• CONSOLIDATED
• PROPOSED METROCABLE STATION

• CONFLICT ZONE

EL FARO

TRECE DE NOVIEMBRE

LA SIERRA

PAN DE AZÚCAR
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EL FARO
RISK REASSESSMENT / RELOCATION / FOOD SECURIT Y
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EL FARO
RISK REASSESSMENT / RELOCATION / FOOD SECURIT Y
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EL FAR IS LOCATED ENTIRELY 
WITHIN A NON-RECOVERABLE 
HIGH-RISK AREA.  THIS POSES 
CHALLENGES TO THE 
COMMUNITY’S PERMANENCE 
IN THE AREA.   INTERVEN-
TIONS IN EL FARO SHOULD 
AIM TO REASSESS RISK, 
EXPLORE ALTERNATIVES TO 
REMOVAL OF ALL HOUSE-
HOLDS, AND DEVELOP 
ALTERNATIVE USES FOR THE 
LAND.
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THE TENTATIVE RISK 
REASSESSMENT CONDUCTED 
BY THE STUDIO THAT 
OVERLAID VARIOUS RISK 
MAPS [SEE “RISK MANAGE-
MENT”], REVEALED AN 
ADDITIONAL 8% OF LAND IN 
COMUNA 8 AS RECOVERABLE.  
AFTER THE REASSESSMENT 
OF RISK, IT IS LIKELY THAT EL 
FARO WILL STILL FALL 
ALMOST ENTIRELY WITHIN A 
HIGH-RISK AREA. PEOPLE 
WILL HAVE TO BE 
RELOCATED.  MORE DETAILED 
SOULED STUDIES OF THE 
AREA MUST BE PREFORMED 
TO ATTEMPT TO DECEASE THE  
NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO 
WILL NEED TO VACATE EL 
FARO
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GREENHOUSES AND OTHER 
AGRICULTURAL FACILITIES  
REPLACE RESIDENTIAL 
UNITS, WHICH ALLOWS EL 
FARO TO CONTINUE TO SERVE 
AS A RESOURCES FOR THE 
COMMUNITY.  
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THE TENTATIVE RISK 
REASSESSMENT CONDUCTED 
BY THE STUDIO THAT 
OVERLAID VARIOUS RISK 
MAPS [SEE “RISK MANAGE-
MENT”], REVEALED AN 
ADDITIONAL 8% OF LAND IN 
COMUNA 8 AS RECOVERABLE.  
AFTER THE REASSESSMENT 
OF RISK, IT IS LIKELY THAT EL 
FARO WILL STILL FALL 
ALMOST ENTIRELY WITHIN A 
HIGH-RISK AREA. PEOPLE 
WILL HAVE TO BE 
RELOCATED.  MORE DETAILED 
SOULED STUDIES OF THE 
AREA MUST BE PREFORMED 
TO ATTEMPT TO DECEASE THE  
NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO 
WILL NEED TO VACATE EL 
FARO
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El Faro is comprised entirely of informal settle-
ments, and is precariously positioned on the fringe of 
the city limits. It is Comuna 8’s newest barrio, which 
coincidentally had it official inauguration the same 
day the studio visited the community. Due to these 
characteristics, El Faro is an excellent example to 
implement strategies of risk management, discuss 
issues of housing and permanence, and situate a 
strategy that tackles issues of food security.

Acknowledging that many people will have to 
vacate the area, it is imperative to have a compre-
hensive and socially responsible relocation strategy 
in place. The studio recommends a 3-option program 
similar to the one already successfully implemented 
in São Paulo, Brazil. In the case of São Paulo, resi-
dents who needed to be removed from their homes 
because of a barrio upgrading intervention had 3 
choices about how they were relocated. The families 
could take the relocation housing offered, receive just 

8%
REMAIN

BATALLON 
GIRARDOT

CITY CENTER

OTHER SITES IN 
COMUNA 8

This map highlights the 
Batallon, the city center, 

and other areas within 
Comuna Ocho as possible 

relocation sites.

compensation for their homes and arrange for new 
housing on their own, or switch homes with someone 
in their neighborhood who was not affected by the 
upgrading project. This map highlights the Batallón, 
the city center, and other areas within Comuna 8 as 
possible relocation sites.

In addition to thinking about how residents are 
relocated, it is crucial to provide options regarding 
areas to where they can move. The studio highlights 
the Batallón Giradot, areas within the community that 
can accommodate more density, and the city center 
and possible options.

As people are relocated out of El Faro the land in 
this area must be put to new use in order to prevent 
future re-invasion. These new greenhouses (agriculture 
facilities) work in conjunction with new agricultural plots 
indicated in green. These plots replace previous resi-
dential units but allow for productive uses. Allowing for 
more agriculture addresses issues of food security for 

the community and could be potential income generat-
ing alternative in the future. As tactful and responsible 
relocation strategies are developed it is important to 
stabilize the slope and re-designate the land for other 
community uses. By developing the newly available land 
into a network of community gardens, the slopes can be 
made safer and put into productive use. Small green-
houses and other agricultural facilities can be built that 
will help develop the agricultural lots into a food co-op.  
Residents who were relocated can remain active and 
involved in the neighborhood even though they no longer 
reside there.

Agriculture has the potential to serve multiple 
purposes for El Faro.  First, it will act as a buffer between 
the urban and rural regions.  Second, it will prevent 
future re-invasion of the land.  And third, agriculture 
directly addresses issues of food security and income 
generation with a potential for larger-scale production 
and community cooperation.
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This is an existing plot in 
El Faro that exemplifies 

conditions of high-
risk land that still has 

potential for other uses, 
such as agriculture.

BEFORE

AFTER
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TRECE DE NOVIEMBRE
DENSIFICATION / CREEK REHABILITATION
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THE MAJORITY OF TRECE DE 
NOVIEMBRE IS LOCATED 
OUTSIDE OF RISK AREAS.  
THIS PRESENTS OPPORTUNI-
TIES FOR DENSIFICATION IN 
THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
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DENSIFICATION WOULD FIRST 
TARGET IN THE IMMEDIATE 
AREA AROUND THE 
PROPOSED METRO CABLE 
STATIONS, AS THEY WILL 
LIKELY BECOME ATTRACTIVE 
AREAS TO LIVE WITH 
CONVENIENT ACCESS TO THE 
CITY CENTER.  THIS 
DENSIFICATION WOULD 
INCLUDE RELOCATING 
PEOPLE FROM THE 
HIGH-RISK AREAS INDICATED 
NEXT TO THE STREAMS AS 
WELL AS INTEGRATING SOME 
OF THE DISPLACED PEOPLE 
FROM EL FARO.
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THE AREAS ALONG THE 
CREEK WHERE RESIDENTS  
FORMERLY LIVED CAN BE 
REHABILITATED AND USED 
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION INITIATIVES AND 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
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BEFORE AFTER

The 13 de Noviembre neighborhood used to look 
a lot like El Faro, made up of self-built housing with 
narrow pathways connecting the homes.  In the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, the neighborhood was 
upgraded by the city.  The intervention included 
home relocation, control of streams, reforestation, 
and development of a basic infrastructure of streets 
and service connections. The city provided materi-
als, equipment, and qualified labor, and asked that 
the community provided unskilled labor on an unpaid 
basis. Today, the neighborhood has become a desir-
able place to live as the people have a strong sense 
of belonging and the promise of a future Metrocable 
creates further incentive to stay.

A vast portion of the barrio is not in high-risk 
zones.  Much of the existing high-risk zones are 
around the streams, which provide opportuni-
ties for watershed rehabilitation.  It is a relatively 
consolidated area, but most buildings are still one 
or two floors.  Therefore, 13 de Noviembre is a prime 

area to implement strategies for densification and 
creek rehabilitation.

Metrocable stations will have the effect of encour-
aging development in very specific locations. Consid-
ering the plans that are in place to extend Metrocable 
service to the region and place a station in 13 de 
Noviembre, the community should preemptively 
target development to those specific areas.  This 
densification should take shape in the form of multi-
family housing that is mixed use. 

Additionally, green roofs could decrease the amount 
of runoff, and provide a space for small-scale food culti-
vation, such as hydroponic greenhouses. Designating 
some use of the land for productive purposes, like stra-
tegically designated “hubs” that can serve as co-ops and 
community centers, provides opportunities for income 
generation and community development.  

As relocation is necessary in high-risk areas 
along La Arenera creek, the surrounding area should 
be de-developed, or “naturalized,” it similar to the 

Chapinero example in Bogotá (explained in detail in 
the “Risk Management” section). As those streams 
enter the non-risk city center areas, the city and 
community should implement PMIB projects similar 
to Juan Bobo, that removes people directly along the 
streams and re-locates them in the immediate vicin-
ity at the same time densifying the area and devel-
oping housing typologies that incorporate rooftop 
gardening and mixed land-uses. The area can still be 
enjoyed by people or used for community gardening 
plots and educational purposes, while also providing 
jobs maintaining the space.

There is potential to increase food security in 
conjunction with adding housing density, especially 
around future Metrocable stations. New and creative 
building typologies, such as terraced housing, can incor-
porate new technologies for food cultivation and incen-
tives for families to move into multi-family housing.

Below is street near the proposed Metrocable station that could support densification.
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LA SIERRA
STABILIZATION / INSTITUTIONAL PRESENCE

SOURCE: FRANCO MURALANDA
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La Sierra was chosen as one of the focus sites 
because it is an area of Comuna 8 wrought by violent 
conflict and therefore poses unique challenges. One 
particular concern for the region is the lack of an insti-
tutional presence in the area, which has been identified 
as a primary facilitator of the violence that currently 
exists.  Given these social factors and the topography 
of the region, the intervention strategies focus on slope 
stabilization and increasing the city’s institutional pres-
ence in the area.

The soil in areas designated as “recoverable” and 
slated for densification, as well as the high-risk areas 
that will be vacated, should be strengthened. Strategies 
here include strengthening soil, tree planning, creek 
rehabilitation, the conversion of risk areas into different 
land uses, and improving access ways.

La Sierra is a region known for its violence. The 
ongoing conflict has translated into a lack of institutional 
presence in the neighborhood.  That the city should 
increase its institutional presence in the area as it did 
in Santo Domingo. The city built two iconic projects: the 
Parque Biblioteca de Espana and the metrocable leading 
up to it. Additionally, they upgraded the road below the 
path of the metrocable, which has since developed into a 
bustling commercial area.

As an added element to increasing institutional 
presence, the city should work with SENA and the 
community leadership to develop construction based 
job training that directly promotes safe construction 
requirements for building in high-risk areas, including 
the Metrocable stations and surrounding complexes. 
Additionally, use newly trained community members in 
land stabilization construction projects in areas desig-
nated as recoverable.

Clockwise from top 
left: The Biblioteca 

Espana, commercial 
street reviatalized by 

the new Metrocable, 
and the Santo Domingo 

Metrocable Station

SENA provides job 
training to low-skilled 

workers
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572 
HOUSEHOLDS
IN RISK AREA

LA SIERRA IS LOCATED IN AN 
AREA WITH RECOVERABLE 
AND NON-RECOVERABLE 
RISK, PROVIDING OPPORTUNI-
TIES FOR DENSIFICATION AND 
INCREASE OF ACCESS TO THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD.
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THERE ARE AREAS IN LA 
SIERRA’S HIGH-RISK ZONES 
WITH OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
CREEK REHABILITATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC-
TION INITIATIVES.  THE RISK 
AREAS ALONG THE CREEK 
SHOULD BE RETURNED TO A 
MORE NATURAL STATE, THAT 
WILL SERVE AS RECRE-
ATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL 
SPACE, AS WELL AS PROVIDE 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TIES FOR THE COMMUNITY.
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BATALLON GIRARDOT
RELOCATE MILITARY BASE / RELOCATION HOUSING

SOURCE: ESCOBAR PAPATI
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The Batallón Girardot was selected as the final 
specific site for intervention because it is one of the 
few large swatches of land within the community that 
is semi-vacant and prime for development.  Develop-
ment of the Batallón presents many opportunities. This 
is an ideal location for three reasons.  The Batallón sits 
within the consolidation zone that the city identifies as 
urban, outside of the designated high-risk areas and 
ecological protection zones from which the Greenbelt 
Plan aims to remove people. In this sense it is prime for 
densification. Covering a total area of 323,994 square 
meters, the Batallón has potential for large-scale devel-
opment projects such as relocation housing needed 
to provide for the thousands of households currently 
living in high-risk areas within Comuna 8.  Additionally, 
this site is ideal for the development of social, afford-
able, and inclusionary housing projects because it is 
easily connected to existing infrastructure (water, 
energy, and sanitation) and served by multiple bus 
lines.  Due to these conditions, the intervention strate-
gies proposed are the relocation of the military and the 
construction of new housing.

The main obstacle to redeveloping the Batallón for 
relocation housing is that the area is currently occupied 
by the military. The first intervention proposes the mili-
tary be relocated outside the city limits. Existing struc-
tures could then easily be refurbished or incorporated 
within the housing design, and the land is technically 
owned by the state.  The most useful tool for this inter-
vention is Article 209 of the territorial development plan 
(POT) of Medellín, which states that the military should 
not be located within municipal boundaries.  However, 
this restriction is not currently enforced. Ideally, the 
military should be moved outside of the area altogether.  

However, removing the military could prove politi-
cally difficult. Thus, we provide three alternatives for the 
acquisition or repurposing, management and develop-
ment of the land.  Thus, it is necessary to provide ways 
in which Comuna 8 and the city can come to a common 
vision for the site that is mutually beneficial.  The 
following are we three alternatives for the acquisition, 

management and development of the land that includes 
the military as a developmental actor within a public-
private-community partnership structure, or PPC.  The 
military could play the role of landowner and benefit 
from the sale or lease of land to developers.

ALTERNATIVE 1: BASE SCENARIO: COMPLETE REMOVAL 
OF MILITARY FROM THE BATALLÓN.  

In this first alternative, using the city’s current allot-
ment of 28 sq. meters of floor space for each household 
and building only single story homes, the Batallón could 
fit nearly all of the households currently living in non-
recoverable high-risk areas within Comuna 8.  This is 
without allotting land for roads, open space, or commer-
cial use. It is in that sense an unrealistic scenario, but it 
allows testing of the carrying capacity of this area. 

ALTERNATIVE 2:  CONSOLIDATE MILITARY INTO 
EASTERN PORTION OF BATALLÓN

In alternative 1, by allocating only half of the Batallón 
for development—increasing the floor space of each 
unit to 40 sq. m. for more dignified and productive living 
spaces—designating 50% of land area for open space 
and non residential uses such as parks, public ameni-
ties, and commercial use and accounting for an extra 
15% of land area for roads and easements, we could 
then still fit 304 single family units.  This alternative 
still leaves room for the Military to be relocated further 
outside of the city, closer to the protection zone. 

ALTERNATIVE 3: ENGAGE MILITARY AS LAND OWNER/
MANAGER/DEVELOPER

The third alternative maintains conditions of Alterna-
tive 2, but increased the building density to an average 
of 4 stories. The Batallón area can then accommodate 
1,216 households, including every single family living in 
non-recoverable high-risk areas in El Faro, 13 de Noviem-
bre, and La Sierra.

SCENARIO 1:
WHOLE AREA:  323,944 SQUARE METERS
11,571 UNITS
NO OPEN SPACE
28 SQUARE METERS PER UNIT

SCENARIO 2:
HALF THE BATTALON AREA
304 SINGLE FAMILY UNITS
50% OPEN SPACE
15% ROADS
40 SQUARE METERS PER UNIT

SCENARIO 2:
HALF THE BATTALON AREA
304 SINGLE FAMILY UNITS
50% OPEN SPACE
15% ROADS
40 SQUARE METERS PER UNIT

SCENARIO 3:
HALF THE BATTALON AREA
INCREASE DENSITY
1,216 UNITS
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DESIGN COMPETITION
Capitalizing on Medellín’s current recognition as the 

“most innovative city,” the design of the development 
of the Batallón Giradot site could be open to a national 
planning/design competition. Colombia and its citizens, 
especially its students, are bursting with innovation and 
ideas.  This strategy for the redevelopment of the Batal-
lón Girardot seeks to tap into this abundant and valuable 
resource.  In the event that the usage of the Batallón site 
does not prove possible within the scope of this project, 
this strategy can be used for the development of other 
social projects around the city and country.  The compe-
tition is an open call to all Colombians.  The most impor-
tant aspect this approach is that community leaders 
in Comuna 8 and city officials of Medellín would both 
play equal decision-making roles in the selection of the 
winning design that meets everyone’s needs.  The aim 
is both to tap into the innovative resources of Colombia, 
as well as increase acceptance of social housing by 
community residents allowing them significant control 
over the selection process and final decision. 

As a basis for any design intervention within Batal-
lón Girardot it is important to consider the several 
key elements. The design of the space should aim to 
seamlessly incorporate social housing into the area by 
connecting the roadways to the north and south of the 
Batallón, and taking into consideration the scale and 
grain of the surrounding neighborhood fabric and levels 
of densification.  As social housing is introduced to the 
space with innovation and community participation, it 
does not have to feel like traditional housing typologies 
rejected in the past.  With community gardens, a mixture 
of uses, and buildings repurposed for public uses such 
as schools, job training centers and community health 
clinics, this social housing will be more than just a place 
for residents to sleep.

The following is an outlined description of what 
the proposed competition may look like.  This outline 
and strategy aims to promote genuine public-private-
community partnerships with a strong community 
element.  This strategy can be used for the development 
of social or public-private-community partnership devel-
opment around the city and country.

DESIGN COMPETITION OUTLINE
 » Community leaders and city officials both sit on the 

panel to judge and decide winner of competition

 » Incentive to city: affordable design work & 
community participation that leads to happier and 
healthier communities

 » Parameters of Competition:

 » Mixed-income and mixed-tenure/management 
housing; mixed housing typologies, e.g.,

 » condominium and co-op housing

 » participatory housing, eco-villages

 » Mixed-use community design

 » Within regulation of POT and partial plans

 » Re-development and refurbishing of existing 
structures

 » Green, energy efficient, recycled materials, water 
catchments, rooftop gardens strongly encouraged

 » Highlights and strengthens connections between 
the Comuna and the city

 » Enhances mobility, connection to transit
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BATALLON GIRARDOT
THE MAIN OBSTACLE TO 
REDEVELOPING THE BATALLON 
FOR RELOCATION HOUSING IS 
THAT THE AREA IS CURRENTLY 
OCCUPIED BY THE MILITARY.  
THE FIRST INTERVENTION 
PROPOSES USING ARTICLE 209 
OF THE CURRENT POT AS A 
TOOL TO JUSTIFY THE 
REMOVAL OF THE MILITARY 
FROM THE AREA.
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THE FIRST INTERVENTION 
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TOOL TO JUSTIFY THE 
REMOVAL OF THE MILITARY 
FROM THE AREA.
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THIS MAP ILLUSTRATES NEW 
ROADWAYS THROUGH THE 
BATALLON THAT CONNECT 
NEIGHBORHOODS TO THE 
NORTH AND SOUTH.  THESE 
ROADS ALLOWS FOR DENSIFI-
CATION WITH SOCIAL HOUSING 
THAT MESHES WITH THE AREA.  
DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 
INCLUDE, COMMUNITY 
GARDENS, MIXED LAND USE, 
WITH BUILDINGS REPURPOSED 
FOR PUBLIC USES SUCH AS 
SCHOOLS, JOB TRAINING 
CENTERS, AND COMMUNITY 
HEALTH CLINICS.
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CONCLUSION

The Greenbelt Plan, although well intended, is not 
the most appropriate solution as currently conceived, 
as it does not address the community’s real needs.  
The Greenbelt Plan, however, does have the potential 
to be one of Medellín’s most successful and innova-
tive projects.  By allowing for the Plan to be adaptable 
to each community’s specific needs, Medellín could 
indeed become the most innovative city in a new 
regard—community participation. By advocating for 
stronger community participation in the public-private-
community partnerships for development, the studio 
sought to recommend a progressive approach that 
builds on the successes of past PMIB projects.  These 
scenarios are starting points that target the demands 
of risk, permanence, and food security.  These are 
punctual interventions that we encourage to be consid-
ered first, before the Greenbelt unnecessarily erases 
these communities.

PAN DE AZÚCAR

GREENBELT

AGRICULTURE

DENSIFICATION

This rendering is a 
conceptual idea of a 

more flexible Greenbelt 
that better integrates 

the city’s intentions 
with the existing physi-
cal and social fabric of 

Comuna Ocho.
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AGRICULTURE

For many of the students in this studio, this oppor-
tunity was first hands-on experience with participa-
tory planning and community collaboration.  Because 
the client is an active community group, the students 
were exposed to planning at a grassroots level and the 
obstacles that this community faces due to extraordi-
nary limitations.  As these limited resources are further 
strained by growth in the region, the students realized 
that proper growth management is incredibly compli-
cated and exacerbated in informal settlements - thus 
approaches to address them must be multifaceted.  
Borders must be flexible spaces to accommodate for the 
growth that is inevitable and will happen with or without 
the city’s permission.

As planners, we have learned that success of proj-
ects such as the Greenbelt is better established through 
the process, rather than focusing only on the design 
and final result. Let innovative ideas like this remain the 
goal, but planners should ensure no steps are forgotten 
along the way.

REFLECTIONS
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APPENDIX 1
POPULATION PROJECTIONS

FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE FEMALE MALE

4,890         5,165         7,622         7,622         7,901              7,622         7,901         7,901         7848.458 7,848         7,014         7848.458
7,270         7,519         4,881         4,268         7,608              6,299         7,608         6,299         7885.813 6,529         7,834         6528.693
7,766         7,977         7,251         7,531         4,868              4,275         4,868         6,309         7587.712 6,309         7,865         6308.526
7,989         7,867         7,813         8,073         7,295              7,622         7,295         4,326         4897.169 6,385         7,633         6384.679
8,122         7,597         8,048         7,838         7,871              8,044         7,871         7,594         7348.352 4,311         4,933         4310.52
7,521         6,600         8,165         7,521         8,091              7,760         8,091         7,963         7912.147 7,518         7,387         7517.819
6,501         5,416         7,634         6,685         8,288              7,618         8,288         7,859         8212.167 8,066         8,031         8065.574
5,652         4,625         6,575         5,831         7,721              7,198         7,721         8,202         8382.09 8,462         8,306         8462.18
5,554         4,344         5,627         4,534         6,546              5,717         6,546         7,056         7686.476 8,040         8,345         8040.302
5,202         4,066         5,429         4,468         5,500              4,663         5,500         5,879         6398.702 7,256         7,514         7256.432
4,274         3,262         4,977         3,848         5,195              4,227         5,195         4,412         5262.707 5,563         6,122         5563.131
3,444         2,609         4,082         3,057         4,754              3,606         4,754         3,962         4961.343 4,135         5,026         4135.457
2,597         1,980         3,288         2,453         3,897              2,875         3,897         3,391         4538.074 3,726         4,736         3726.03
1,835         1,377         2,449         1,829         3,100              2,266         3,100         2,656         3674.379 3,132         4,279         3132.469
1,472         1,018         1,679         1,223         2,241              1,625         2,241         2,013         2837.119 2,359         3,363         2359.17
1,050         704              1,297         858              1,480              1,032         1,480         1,370         1974.671 1,698         2,500         1697.742
1,338         751              1,109         668              1,370              815              1,370         979              1563.123 1,300         2,086         1300.449

195,612                               

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

155,354                               166,234                               176,984                                    181,894                               191,608                               
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APPENDIX 2
RISK ASSESSMENT CALCULATIONS

*Capacity = Number of housholds (one household per story) that could fit in Comuna 8 if every structure was 
built up to 3 stories

** Number of households calculated using assumption that each story is equal to one household

Total Rural 
Households in 

Risk

Total Urban 
Households in 

Risk Total
1178 11530 12708

Total Households in Comuna Ocho Located in 
Non-Recoverable Risk Areas

Original Risk Map
Consolidated 
Risk map

Reduction in risk 
land (sq meters)

Percent 
Reduction

2577656.6 2367900.975 209755.625 8.13745419

Reassessment of RiskNon-Recoverable Risk Area (sq. 
meters)

Number of 
Stories

Number of 
Structures

Number of 
Households In 
Risk Areas

3+ 6091 273
2 or 2.5 15481 1677
1 or 1.5 31272 7340

Capacity* 39198

Stories
Number of 
Structures

Number of 
Households* Stories

Number of 
Structures

Number of 
Households**

4 0 0 4 17 68
3 1 3 3 256 768
2 83 166 2 1677 3354
1 1009 1009 1 7340 7340
0 658 0 0 6079 0

Total Rural Risk 1178 Total Urban Risk 11530

Rural Risk
Households In Comuna Ocho Located in Non-Recoverable Risk Areas

Urban Risk

Comuna Ocho
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APPENDIX 3
GRANTS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
INITIATIVES:

 » World Bank 
http://web.worldbank.org/external/projects/main?p
agePK=104231&piPK=73230&theSitePK=40941&
menuPK=228424&Projectid=P006880

 » Partners of the Americas 
http://www.partners.net/partners/Agriculture_
Funding_Opportunities.asp

 » FONTAGRO 
http://www.fontagro.org/paises/co 
http://www.ifpri.org/sites/default/files/publications/
grp01_colombia.pdf

 » Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
http://www.iadb.org/en/topics/agriculture/agricul-
ture-and-food-security,1163.html

 » Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agricul-
ture (IICA) 
http://www.iica.int/Esp/Paginas/ArchivoNotasEspe-
ciales.aspx

 » Global GreenGrants Fund 
http://www.greengrants.org/our-grants/
search/?region[]=South%20America

 » Inter-American Foundation 
http://www.iaf.gov/index.aspx?page=219

 » Conservation, Food and Health Foundation 
http://cfhfoundation.grantsmanagement08.
com/?page_id=8

 » Kellogg Foundation 
http://www.wkkf.org/knowledge-center/

resources/2004/08/northeast-midwest-agri-
culture-and-nutrition-update-december-2003.
aspx#National%20Sustainable%20Agriculture%20
Information%20Service%20Highlights%20
Funding%20Opportunities

 » Charles A. and Anne Morrow Lindbergh Foundation 
http://www.lindberghfoundation.org/docs/index.
php/2001-funded-grant-projects

 » Patagonia 
http://www.patagonia.com/us/patagonia.
go?assetid=2927

 » Eiselen Foundation 
http://www.eiselen-stiftung.de/stiftung-aufgaben-
en.phpt

 » Terra Viva Grant Directory: Alcoa Foundation 
http://www.terravivagrants.org/Home/
view-grant-makers/foundations-and-ngos/
alcoa-foundation-1

HYDROPONICS
SIMPLIFIED HYDROPONICS IN URUGUAY

In Uruguay, there are numerous poor people living 
under conditions causing serious undernourishment or 
malnutrition. Often their food intake consists of mainly 
carbohydrates and little vegetables and fruits for miner-
als and vitamins essential for good health.  These people 
need to be able to grow vegetables, but they do not have 
many suitable spaces for such activity. The urbanized 
settlements are often located on landfills and not natural 
soil.  There is not much space and also severe flooding.  
The soils and water are also contaminated from pollution 
and animals and contain diseases. Simplified hydro-
ponics has proven to be a real solution for low-income 

families and impoverished communities in Uruguay. The 
method has greatly improved family health and living 
standards. The results have included good compliance, 
improved family diet, improved family income, improved 
family self-esteem, a motivating effect of hydroponics, 
improved family ties, creativity and personal ingenuity 
fostered, and a multiplier effect.  Simplified hydroponics 
provides a solution in Uruguay for low-income population 
areas where the people have responded positively if the 
proper strategies, training, and materials are provided.  
Simplified hydroponics can certainly be a model for 
other communities in Latin America to use.

SIMPLIFIED HYDROPONICS IN ECUADOR
In Ecuador, the basic diet of low-income people 

consists rice, potatoes, yucca, bread, margarine, very 
little protein, and almost no fruit or vegetables.  In May 
2000, a hydroponics project, specifically targeting 
nutrition of children, was developed to address the food 
security of the population living in poverty in the urban, 
rural and peri-urban areas of Ecuador by the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
and the National Institute for the Child and the Family 
(INNFA).  The project included a basic irrigation setting, 
a rainwater collection tank, and water supply. There was 
simple chlorine water-treatment for the guarantee of 
the availability of potable water for the project. Training 
was also included and consisted of the nutritional value 
of vegetables, plant nutrition, integrated management 
of plant pest and diseases, post-harvest management 
of hydroponics products, water quality and safety, 
community organization, and basic accounting for a 
micro-enterprise.  The natural transition of knowledge 
and expertise would flow to the rest of the community 
easily.  Children and their families were the most directly 
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benefited from the project, but the whole community 
benefited indirectly.  The community embraced the 
project with enthusiasm and acknowledgement of the 
high quality of fresh, non-contaminated vegetables that 
were inferior to the produce available at local markets.  
The community participation in the project, such as 
providing materials and labor to build the greenhouses, 
was considerable and ensured continuation and 
success.  Participation of children in the hydroponics 
recreational and educational activities was also benefi-
cial as they became motivated and contributed to their 
personal and educational development.  This project 
showed that simplified hydroponics is an effective alter-
native    for food security and nutrition for low-resource 
populations in rural and peri-urban poverty condi-
tions.  In addition, positive results included reduction of 

diseases in the children involved, improvement of avail-
ability and access to food, an interest to continue and 
expand the project with community funding, introduc-
tion of new hydroponic technologies, and farming enter-
prises.  Farming micro enterprises, created by members 
of the community, were possible due to the productive 
results.  The hydroponics strategies can be used in other 
countries with similar situations, to improve nutrition, 
food security, and general welfare of communities.

RAINWATER HARVESTING
RAINWATER HARVESTING IN HONDURAS

In Honduras, some communities do not have access 
to conventional water supply systems in rural and 
marginal urban areas.  Harvesting rainwater serves as 

a practical method for obtaining fresh water.  Rainwater 
collection for domestic use involves catching the water 
that falls on the zinc, asbestos, or tile roof of a house 
during rainstorms and sending it via aluminum, PVC, 
wood, or plastic drains to a covered storage unit or 
cistern nearby.  Such a system can supply a family for 
four to five days with 7 liters per person per day.  For 
agricultural use, the rainwater is collected and piped to 
a nearby covered or open storage or impoundment.  The 
operation and maintenance is very simple and consist 
and the costs are low.  Development funds for irrigation 
microprojects or individuals financed the projects.  In 
areas without aqueducts in Honduras, harvesting rain-
water is an appropriate, reliable alternative and avoids 
collection of polluted ground or rain water.

Hydroponics in Uruguay (carbon.org) Rainwater harvesting in Honduras (d5100wcs.org/)
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